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"Pilot" is the first episode of the American teen drama television series My So-Called racedaydvl.com episode premiered
on ABC on August 25, Written by series creator Winnie Holzman and directed by Scott Winant, the episode begins the
story of Angela Chase (Claire Danes), a fifteen-year-old high school sophomore who is experiencing the difficulties of
friends and parents.

Themes[ edit ] My So-Called Life dealt with major social issues of the mids, including child abuse ,
homophobia , teenage alcoholism , homelessness , adultery , school violence , censorship , and drug use. Many
shows at the time used these themes as a one-time issue a " very special episode " that was introduced as a
problem at the beginning of an episode and resolved at the end, but on My So-Called Life these issues were
part of the continuing storyline. The title of the show alludes to the perception of meaninglessness that many
teenagers experience and encapsulates the main theme of the series. The show depicts the teenage years as
being difficult and confusing rather than a light, fun-filled time. She is attempting to discover and assert her
identity. To do this, she distances herself from her past and pulls away from her parents and her childhood
friends, Sharon Cherski and Brian Krakow. In their place, she befriends Rayanne Graff and Rickie Vasquez.
Angela has a crush on Jordan Catalano and admires him from afar; they later begin dating and eventually
break up. With these new relationships, Angela finds herself in precarious and sometimes dangerous
situations; despite temptation, she remains levelheaded and responsible. Angela narrates 17 of the 19 episodes
in voice-over. Alicia Silverstone auditioned before Danes and impressed producer Edward Zwick , who
wanted to cast her as Angela; she was also emancipated , so she could work longer hours. His partner Marshall
Herskovitz thought, however, that Silverstone was too beautiful to play a conflicted teenager uncertain of
herself. Unlike many TV mothers, she is the main breadwinner and, at the beginning of the series, employs her
husband. She is opinionated and often expresses her strongly held beliefs, which at one point leads to a
confrontation with the free-spirited mother of Rayanne. He is a gay year-old boy being raised by his uncle,
who physically and emotionally abuses him. When his uncle kicks him out of the house, he is fostered briefly
by the Chases; he is then fostered by gay English teacher Richard Katimski played by Jeff Perry , who
becomes a mentor to him. Brian Krakow, played by Devon Gummersall , has an unrequited crush on Angela
and is longtime friends with both her and Sharon. Despite his high IQ and insight into other characters, he
lacks emotional intelligence and is socially awkward and self-righteous. This tends to alienate him from his
peers. The other characters usually turn to him only when they have an academic or technological query, and
he usually seems willing if not actually pleased to help them out. Brian is a conflicted character, fearing and
often rejecting the intimacy that he intensely desires. He becomes friends with Rickie towards the middle of
the series. Rayanne Graff, played by A. Jordan Catalano is played by Jared Leto. He is good-looking but
rebellious, his bad boy image masking the real reason for his poor scholastic record he has an undiagnosed
learning disability and is nearly illiterate. He reveals his emotional depth in his songwriting ability and his
occasional profound thoughts. Sharon is pretty, conventional and academically minded, but her values and
ideals are challenged throughout the show and she grows to be more open-minded. There is an emphasis on
how much she is ignored by her family. She has a biting and sarcastic wit, serving as somewhat of a comic
relief throughout the show. Danielle narrates the penultimate episode, "Weekend", in voice-over. Tino is never
actually seen but is mentioned in almost every episode as a running joke of the series. He is a friend of Jordan
and Rayanne. Critical reception[ edit ] My So-Called Life has received widespread critical acclaim and is
praised by some critics as one of the greatest television series of all time.
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For the first few minutes, watching the pilot episode of My So-Called Life is a bit like going back to your childhood
bedroom for the first time since you moved out: everything seems slighter, smaller, different, but more than anything
else it all seems distant.

There are additional offices and production facilities elsewhere in New York City, as well as in Los Angeles
and Burbank. It extended its operations to television in , following in the footsteps of established broadcast
networks CBS, in the mids, ABC merged with United Paramount Theatres, a chain of movie theaters that
formerly operated as a subsidiary of Paramount Pictures. The television network has eight
owned-and-operated and over affiliated television stations throughout the United States, most Canadians have
access to at least one U. The last was owned by electronics manufacturer Radio Corporation of America, in ,
the FCC began a series of investigations into the practices of radio networks and published its report on the
broadcasting of network radio programs in Due to FCC ownership rules, the transaction, which was to include
the purchase of three RCA stations by Noble, would require him to resell his station with the FCCs approval,
the Commission authorized the transaction on October 12, Soon afterward, the Blue Network was purchased
by the new company Noble founded, Noble subsequently acquired the rights to the American Broadcasting
Company name from George B. The ABC Radio Network created its audience slowly, the network also
became known for such suspenseful dramas as Sherlock Holmes, Gang Busters and Counterspy, as well as
several mid-afternoon youth-oriented programs. From Nazi Germany after its conquest, to pre-record its
programming, while its radio network was undergoing reconstruction, ABC found it difficult to avoid falling
behind on the new medium of television. Love â€” Love is a variety of different feelings, states, and attitudes
that ranges from interpersonal affection to pleasure. It can refer to an emotion of an attraction and personal
attachment. Love can also be a virtue representing human kindness, compassion and it may also describe
compassionate and affectionate actions towards other humans, ones self or animals. Non-Western traditions
have also distinguished variants or symbioses of these states, Love has additional religious or spiritual
meaningâ€”notably in Abrahamic religions. This diversity of uses and meanings combined with the
complexity of the feelings involved makes love unusually difficult to consistently define, compared to other
emotional states. Love in its various forms acts as a facilitator of interpersonal relationships and. Love may be
understood as a function to human beings together against menaces. The word love can have a variety of
related but distinct meanings in different contexts, cultural differences in conceptualizing love thus doubly
impede the establishment of a universal definition. Although the nature or essence of love is a subject of
frequent debate, abstractly discussed love usually refers to an experience one person feels for another. Love
often involves caring for, or identifying with, a person or thing, including oneself, in addition to cross-cultural
differences in understanding love, ideas about love have also changed greatly over time. Some historians date
modern conceptions of love to courtly Europe during or after the Middle Ages. Thomas Aquinas, following
Aristotle, defines love as to will the good of another, bertrand Russell describes love as a condition of absolute
value, as opposed to relative value. Philosopher Gottfried Leibniz said that love is to be delighted by the
happiness of another, meher Baba stated that in love there is a feeling of unity and an active appreciation of
the intrinsic worth of the object of love. Biologist Jeremy Griffith defines love as unconditional selflessness, a
person can be said to love an object, principle, or goal to which they are deeply committed and greatly value.
People can also love material objects, animals, or activities if they invest themselves in bonding or otherwise
identifying with those things, if sexual passion is also involved, then this feeling is called paraphilia.
Interpersonal love refers to love human beings 3. It is one of the worlds most widely known books and has
been the basis for several plays and films. Born in Frankfurt, Germany, she lived most of her life in or near
Amsterdam, Netherlands, born a German national, Frank lost her citizenship in and thus became stateless. By
May , the Franks were trapped in Amsterdam by the German occupation of the Netherlands, as persecutions of
the Jewish population increased in July , the family went into hiding in some concealed rooms behind a
bookcase in the building where Annes father worked. From then until the familys arrest by the Gestapo in
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August , Anne kept a diary she had received as a birthday present, following their arrest, the Franks were
transported to concentration camps. In October or November , Anne and her sister, Margot, were transferred to
Bergen-Belsen concentration camp from Auschwitz, where they died a few months later. It was translated
from its original Dutch version and first published in English in as The Diary of a Young Girl, and has since
been translated into over 60 languages. The Franks were liberal Jews, and did not observe all of the customs
and they lived in an assimilated community of Jewish and non-Jewish citizens of various religions. Edith was
the more devout parent, while Otto was interested in pursuits and had an extensive library. At the time of
Annes birth the family lived in a house at Marbachweg , in the family moved to Ganghoferstrasse 24 in a
fashionable liberal area called the Dichterviertel. Otto Frank remained in Frankfurt, but after receiving an offer
to start a company in Amsterdam, he moved there to organize the business and to arrange accommodations for
his family. He began working at the Opekta Works, a company that sold fruit extract pectin, by February ,
Edith and the children had joined him in Amsterdam. The Franks were among , Jews who fled Germany
between and , after moving to Amsterdam, Anne and Margot Frank were enrolled in schoolâ€”Margot in
public school and Anne in a Montessori school. Margot demonstrated ability in arithmetic, and Anne showed
aptitude for reading and writing, Annes friend, Hanneli Goslar, later recalled that from early childhood, Frank
frequently wrote, although she shielded her work with her hands and refused to discuss the content of her
writing. In , Otto Frank started a company, Pectacon, which was a wholesaler of herbs, pickling salts. After
starting his career with appearances in the early s. He made his debut in How to Make an American Quilt.
Leto is considered to be an actor, known for his constant devotion to. He often remains completely in
character for the duration of the schedules of his films. He is also known to be selective about his film roles,
Leto is the lead vocalist, multi-instrumentalist and main songwriter for Thirty Seconds to Mars, a band he
formed in in Los Angeles, California, with his older brother Shannon Leto. Their debut album,30 Seconds to
Mars, was released to positive reviews, the band achieved worldwide fame with the release of their second
album A Beautiful Lie. His parents divorced when he was a child, and he and his brother, Shannon Leto, lived
with their mother and their maternal grandparents, Ruby. His father remarried, and committed suicide when
Jared was eight, Leto moved frequently with his family from his native Louisiana to different cities around the
country. My moms father was in the Air Force, Leto has explained, Leto has two younger half-brothers from
his fathers second marriage. Constance joined the movement and encouraged her sons to get involved in the
arts. We celebrated creative experience and creative expression and we didnt try and curtail it and stunt any of
that kind of growth 5. Moshing â€” Moshing or slamdancing is a style of dance in which participants push or
slam into each other, typically performed to aggressive live music. Though moshing is primarily done to
music, it can also be done to recorded music. Variations of moshing exist, and can be alone as well as in
groups. Moshing usually happens in a called the pit near the stage. It is intended to be energetic and full of
body contact, variations on the traditional mosh include pogoing, circle pits and the more extreme wall of
death. Some moshers swing their arms back and forth and move their legs in a rhythmic fashion, Moshing is
typically done in an area in the center of the crowd, generally closer to the stage. While moshing is seen as a
form of fan feedback or expression of enjoyment. Injuries have been reported in mosh pits, and a few deaths
have occurred in Wall of Death moshing, the term mosh came into use in the early s American hardcore scene
in Washington, D. Early on, the dance was frequently spelled mash in fanzines and record liner notes, to mash
it up was to go wild with the frenzy of the music. Due to his Jamaican-accented pronunciation of the word,
fans heard this as mosh instead, by the mids, the term was appearing in print with its current spelling. By the
time thrash metal band Anthrax used the term in their song Caught in a Mosh, fans of Billy Milano and the
band Stormtroopers of Death have often used the term mosh as an acronym for the phrase move over shit head
during crowded shows. Through the mainstream success of bands like Anthrax, Nirvana, Stormtroopers of
Death, and the Melvins, the first dance identifiable as moshing may have originated in Orange County,
California, during the first wave of American hardcore. At the time California hardcore punk bands such as the
Circle Jerks, Black Flag, Fear, by the end of the s, the initial wave of American hardcore punk had waned and
split into other subgenres. The Seattle-based grunge movement was among the styles of music that directly
evolved from hardcore. Through the mainstream success of grunge bands, the word mosh entered the popular
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North American vocabulary. Researchers from Cornell University in Ithaca studied the emergent behavior of
crowds at mosh pits by analyzing online videos, simulating the crowds with computer models, they found out
that a simulation dominated by flocking parameters produced highly ordered behavior, forming vortexes like
those seen in the videos. Rave â€” A rave is a large dance party featuring performances by DJs and
occasionally live performers playing electronic music. The music is amplified with a large, powerful sound
reinforcement system, the music is accompanied by laser light shows, projected images, visual effects and fog
machines. The word rave was first used in the late s to describe the subculture grew out of the acid house
movement. While some raves may be small parties held at nightclubs or private residences, some raves have
grown to immense size, some electronic dance music festivals have features of raves, but on a large, often
commercial scale. Raves may last for a time, with some events continuing for twenty-four hours. In the late s
in London the term rave was used to describe the wild bohemian parties of the Soho beatnik set, in , Buddy
Holly recorded the hit Rave On, citing the madness and frenzy of a feeling and the desire for it never to end.
The word rave was used in the burgeoning mod youth culture of the early s as the way to describe any wild
party in general. People who were gregarious party animals were described as ravers, pop musicians such as
Steve Marriott of The Small Faces and Keith Moon of The Who were self-described ravers. Presaging the
words subsequent s association with music, the word rave was a common term used regarding the music of
mids garage rock. It was later part of the title of a music performance event held on 28 January at Londons
Roundhouse titled the Million Volt Light. The event featured the only public airing of an experimental sound
collage created for the occasion by Paul McCartney of The Beatles â€” the legendary Carnival of Light
recording. With the rapid change of British pop culture from the mod era of â€” to the era of and beyond. Its
use during that era would have perceived as a quaint or ironic use of bygone slang. Where formerly all clubs
had very dark, at Studio 54 the crowd could be lit brightly. In the late s, the club was arguably the best-known
nightclub in the world, the perception of the word changed again in the late s when the term was revived and
adopted by a new youth culture, possibly inspired by the use of the term in Jamaica. In the late s, the word
rave was adopted to describe the subculture grew out of the acid house movement 7. Eye liner â€” Eye liner or
eyeliner is a cosmetic used to define the eyes. It is applied around the contours of the eye to create a variety of
aesthetic effects, eye liner was first used in Ancient Egypt and Mesopotamia as a dark black line around the
eyes. As early as 10, BC, Egyptians and Mo wore various cosmetics including eye liner not only for aesthetics,
research has also speculated that eye liner was worn to protect the wearer from the evil eye. The characteristic
of having heavily lined eyes has been depicted in ancient Egyptian art. They produced eye liner with a variety
of materials, including copper ore, Ancient Egyptian kohl contained galena, which was imported from nearby
regions in the Land of Punt, Coptos and Western Asia. In the s, Tutankhamuns tomb was discovered,
introducing the use of eye liner to the Western world, the s were an era commonly associated with many
changes in womens fashion, and women felt freer to apply make-up more liberally. In the s, liquid eye liner
was used to create thick black, in the late twentieth and early twenty-first century, heavy eye liner use has been
associated with Gothic fashion and Punk fashion. Eye liner of varying degrees of thickness has also associated
with the emo subculture. Eye liner is used in a daily make-up routine to define the eye or create the look of a
wider or smaller eye. Eye liner can be used as a tool to create various looks as well as highlighting different
features of the eyes, eye liner can be placed in various parts of the eye to create different looks with a winged
eye liner or tight lined at the waterline. Eye liner can be drawn above upper lashes or below lower lashes or
both, even on the lines of your eyes. Its primary purpose is to make the lashes look lush, but it draws attention
to the eye. Eye liner can also be used for showing depression in photographs, although many users of eye liner
use it on a day-to-day basis for a simple definer of the eyes, there are others who use it for more than just an
easy eye enlarger. There are many styles of eye liner, most of them usually revolve around the winged eye
liner, which is defining around your top eyelid shape and a line, about halfway toward the end of the eyebrow.
It is usually connected to the defining around the top, however today there are some drastically toned eye
liner. Tight lining is the use of eye liner tight against the waterline under the lashes of the upper lid, due to the
proximity to the membranes, and the surface of the eye itself, waterproof eye liner is preferred. Tight lining is
a technique which makes the eyelashes appear to start back on the eyelid. Gel eye liner and an angled brush
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may be used to create this look 8.
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With this is mind, Julie and Emma are going to have a bi-monthly look at MSCL and, as both went to high
school in the 90s, we will be using this nostalgia test to see how the show stands up now. We will also be
looking at how MSCL fits into the high school show pantheon and watching the show as adults vs. I distinctly
remember my best friend Erin crushing hard on Jared Leto. Whatever, somebody had his picture in her locker.
I also remember having this inexplicable distaste for Claire Danes that was born out of jealousy. It was never
the right time. And I even had a hard time getting motivated to watch the show for this post. My inner self was
afraid to cross the barrier into knowing what this show was all about. It brought me back to a lot of
thingsâ€”flannel shirts and maroon hair and moody girls with deep thoughts and shows that dealt with Real
Issues. I mean, this episode had a near date rape and a daughter catching her father cheating on her mother. He
does nothing for me. The character is a wet blanket, and Jared Leto isâ€¦ not so good with the acting,
methinks. He is no Ben or Noel [Ed. Stranger things have happened. This was also at a time when I was
having issues with the friendship group I was in and as it was the summer holidays it meant there were lots of
days to be filled with hanging out with friends. I was also totally the Sharon! Though I was ditched for the
cool, rich kids instead of the moody artists. Probably because I was one of the moody artists. I even dyed my
hair maroon at one point. And I wore a lot of ill-advised flannel. I have a closet full of Doc Martens and
flannel shirts, ready for duty. Then or the Portrayal of the Parents Emma: They talk about their own respective
teen years and that Patty is striving not to be hated by her daughter even though she is clearly the
disciplinarian of the pair, these seem like real conversations. Danielle being used as a comedic device by
trying to get her parents attention is something that breaks the tension wonderfully. Yes, you have the Big
Issues, but some of them, like sexuality, have become less big issues. And I do appreciate that the parents are
allowed to have complex characters. Graham and Patty Chase have their own Big Issues to grapple with. As
an Old, I really identify with Graham and Patty. Graham probably feels somewhat emasculated, working for
his wife. And Patty, whoa boy. As the mother of a tiny female person, I totally get the anxiety that comes with
being a mother of a teenage girl. Though with the police taking them home would they really leave Rayanne at
home alone in the wasted state she was in and then just drop Angela off and not tell her parents? I, too, had to
suspend disbelief at how they handled the cop taking the girls home. Angela Chase and Teen Narratives
Emma: The things that best sum up Angela and her melodramatic teen philosophy is the voiceover. Voiceover
is something that tends to annoy me in theory, but barely registers for me in practice. I hardly noticed its
existence in the show. So maybe that says it was done well? Like, why did she have to have a deadbeat
mother? I do enjoy Rickie and Brian at this point. Nothing was hotter to high school me than a responsible
nerd. I mean, way more than a slacker who leans. Angela talks about makes and personality and Rayanne
comes across as the one who is hiding who she is the most; being loud, crazy and drunk. Both the scene with
Sharon in the bathroom and with Patty at the end kills me. Rayanne mocks the romantic ideas that Angela has
about sex, though Rickie finds what Angela says to be beautiful. Sex and who is doing it and not doing it is a
staple of these shows and the attention to it in the pilot is appropriate. Angela Chase and I are in that same
limbo generation that was too young for Gen-X and too old for Gen-Y or the Millennials or whatever.
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Langer attempt to swindle money from strangers on the street. Through voiceovers, Angela describes her life
and disillusionment with school, friends, and boys. Later, Angela dyes her hair red at the request of Rayanne.
The mother reacts with scorn towards both. Her distance from her father Tom Irwin is also revealed when he
thinks that Anne Frank is a friend at her school. Angela says that she believes her puberty and coming-of-age
has forced her father to stay away because he is starting to become attracted to her. Rayanne tells Angela to
come to a party because Jordan will be there. When her mother starts to give her a lecture, she walks out. In
classes, one student, Brian Devon Gummersall answers all the questions, until her English teacher asks a
question on Anne Frank, to which Angela mindlessly responds, "She was lucky. But Angela makes a poetic
speech, which leaves the teacher dumbstruck. Angela gets knocked over into a puddle, and she goes into the
house to clean up. However, she finds Jordan instead. When Angela comes back, her parents berate her.
Angela defuses the tension. At lunch the next day, Rayanne invites Angela to a rave where Jordan will be.
Later, Angela talks to Sharon. Sharon tells her the rumors the kids are spreading about her. In the process,
Angela learns that Rayanne "used" another friend and Sharon eventually yells at Angela for ditching her for
apparently no reason. After insulting both Rickie and Rayanne, Angela storms off. The debate becomes
increasingly heated, and Angela leaves to the rave. Brian confronts Angela on her way, telling her she is
ruining her life. Angela, Rayanne and Rickie wait for unseen character Tino to show up to let them in to the
rave, which he does not. Later, Rayanne and Angela get picked up by two strangers, who leave Rickie behind.
One of them calls Rayanne over and attempts to rape her before Angela intervenes. A police car takes the two,
although they are clear that they are not arresting her. As she gets into the car, Jordan sees her and calls out to
her. As they are talking, Angela spots her father with another woman. Later, Angela breaks down crying while
talking to her mother. The next day at school, Angela talks with Jordan intimately for the first time, and she
smiles. Casting[ edit ] Alicia Silverstone pictured was originally set to play the lead role of Angela Chase.
Although Claire Danes eventually landed the role of Angela Chase, several other actresses almost played the
character instead. Alicia Silverstone , who was unknown at the time, was in talks to play the role, but it was
eventually decided that the actress was "too pretty" to play Angela. Langer , who ended up portraying
Rayanne Graff, also auditioned for Angela. However, it was eventually decided that Claire Danes was better at
playing an awkward teenager character. The actor was not very interested in acting at the time and wanted to
go to art school instead. The pilot was written by series creator Winnie Holzman and directed by Scott Winant.
Both the scene with Sharon in the bathroom and with Patty at the end kills me. While she criticized some
aspects of the episode, the reviewer lauded it in general while stating that it was better than many other, more
popular teen television shows. My So-Called Life, however, did, and it usually did it very well.
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August 26, Writer: Winnie Holzman Executive Producers: Marshall Herskovitz, Edward Zwick Cast: Claire
Danes, Bess Armstrong, A. Just to make things easier for someone. Angela is the person we all see part of
ourselves in, pretty or not. She is part of a few clubs but not the head of any. She has had the same best friend
since who-know-when. Sickened by this life and this world she has created for herself, Angela begins to
change. She tries new things, like a haircut and red dye job. She drops her best friend in favor of two edgier,
crazier cats named Rayanne A. Langer and Rickie Wilson Cruz. She alienates her parents, in particular her
mother Bess Armstrong. So who is she, really? The question is left beautifully and brilliantly up in the air as
the pilot fades to black. You see, Angela never had a conversation with Sharon to explain her newfound rebel
status â€” she simply stopped talking to her, which hurt Sharon deeply. And yet, we continue to love Angela.
Because many of her thoughts, while shallow, are also surprisingly sharp and insightful. She pays attention
and notes the small stuff that sounds silly but takes up so many of our thoughts. You have a feeling that she
will, indeed, discover who she is and turn out more than alright in the end, even if her taste in men at the
present time leaves a lot to be desired. This voiceover sounds exactly how Angela sounds when she speaks,
full of stutter-steps and silly observations that perfectly reflect her personality. In addition, Holzman gives us
amazing voiceover descriptions of the supporting cast of characters. Instead, Holzman provides viewers with
the smallest of details and lets the viewer fill in the rest of the information himself. Instead, we are left with
the question posed by the pilot still unanswered. Who is Angela Chase? Every time I sit down to view the
series, I think I know, but then she always manages to surprise me.
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Angela, Sharon is here. Hey, I was eating that. This room is a disaster. What are you quitting? I thought you
liked yearbook. Get out of my room. And when were you planning on telling me? Angela, I am not cleaning
this up! We have to help her. Am I making a fool of myself? Rickie, give us the male perspective. And, what
is the purpose of plasma? The purpose of plasma is to Why do we need plasma? Because the league of nations
failed. And why did the league of nations fail? Does it say, "She was forced to go into hiding"? Somebody else
besides Brian. No, she says, "I. This will be on the quiz. So how would you describe Anne Frank? Is that
supposed to be funny, Angela? How on earth could you make a statement like that? Anne Frank is a tragic
figure. How could Anne Frank be lucky? Cause she was trapped in an attic for three years with this guy she
really liked? Not to mention, her bra strap. So, you quit yearbook, hmm? Your appearance has altered. Is there
a problem at home? It just seems like, you agree to have a certain personality or something. Just to make
things easier for everyone. You know, in my humble opinion. My dad sells printing. My dad was just
supposed to do it for a while, then he was supposed to go chef school, but he never did. You should see what
they call chili con carne at school. My mom took over the business. You know, I think you give her too hard a
time, sometimes. She just wants you to be happy. She wants everyone to be happy. Think of all the things that
she does, for you. And her lips will get all tight. Just try to be nicer to her. Once in a while. Um, for this play
that we might all do as extra credit. Well, yesterday was Wednesday, so The point is -- Graham: No, I know
what the point is. We need a new conversation. Why do I always have to be the mean one? But you never are.
I mean you know she loves you more She loves you more. Are you all right? Excuse me, you explain it to her.
Wh--What did I do? Could we just find out what happened? Could we just find out -- Patty: How do you
expect her to have any respect for me? I respect you, god! I fell in some mud. I think we should all go to bed.
Tino can get us in. Guaranteed, Jordan Catalano will be there. The cafeteria is the embarrassment capital of the
world. So, where do you wanna sit? You have to look tough. I just think you should know what poeple are
saying about you. And that, um, and that Rayanne Graff is like God to you now and you just do whatever she
says. I just thought you should know. So, um, so tell me what I did, Angela. I mean, I mean, I would really
like to know. So you just drop your oldest friend for no reason? I mean, just tell me what I did. So, just, never
speak to me again. No, I want to speak to you. I never wanted -- Sharon: Did Patty, like, hemorrhage first time
she saw it? Well, I have to say You know what I think? I think that we should all go ice skating. She gets these
obscene phone calls. Well he broke up with her again. I feel sorry for him. And then somebody, like, tries to
kill her, like, over the phone. I never said that you were grounded. What I said -- Danielle: I am allowed to
watch that, right? That girl from the other day? She finished my cheese. I had this brand new brick of cheese.
You know, I have met this Rayanne exactly once. I do not know her. I do not know her parents. My parents
knew my friends. Yes, yes, you may watch the movie. Mom, you offered the cheese. They knew all of your
friends personally? My parents went to the same high school, but they never knew each other, then.
Chapter 7 : Pilot (My So Called Life) | Revolvy
My So-Called Life (TV Series) Pilot () Quotes. Showing all 21 items Angela: It just seems like, you agree to have a
certain personality or something. For no reason.

Chapter 8 : Watch My So-Called Life S01E01 Pilot - ShareTV
Emma and Julie dive into s nostalgia, realistic depictions of parents, and how nerds are pretty hot as they discuss the
pilot of My So-Called Life.
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